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, WANT TO MAH THE FOLLOWING STATEMENT UNDER 01'1 TH:

l W;IS intervIewed by Malol' General Taguba , an AR 15- 6 Investigating Officer from CFLCC , on 9 February 2004 concerning
detalnee oper:llions at CJTF~ 7 and allegations of detainee abuse at Forward Operating Base (FOB) Abu Ghraib, The purpose of

tllis sWelllenl is ((I provide a written record of that conversation by highlighting and amplifying key areas of discussion including
command and control , the natUre of detainee operations , and the relationship between intelligence and military police at the FOB,
As a c"veal , the instances of detainee abuse under investigation occurred before I assumed command of the FOB, This statement

must be understl1l1d

from that

perspective,

Command and Control at tile FOB was a complex intermingling of four distinct essential tasks under the command of two separate
brigades, the 20Sth Military Intelligence Brigade and the 80Oth Military Police Brigade, These essential tasks included: detention
operatlon5 and monitoring, the conduct of operational and strategic interrogations of key coalition detainees , providing assistance
to the Iraq Burcau of Prisons in estahlishing and running a maximum security prison , and enhancing force protection for the
apprm\mately WOO service members and civilians assigned to Abu Ghraih, Detailed information about the torward operating
hase and its tenanl units is provided in the attached briefing (enclosure I), In light of mortar attacks where both soldiers and
detainees were killed , Ihe rOB had tactical control (TACON) of forces limited to two specified tasks: force protection and
awee security (enclosure 2), The 320th Military Police (MP) Battalion (Bn) was charged with executing detention operations
the FO!:J, This Il1cluded assignment of detainees to internment camps , the establishment of standards for internment facilities
the training and regulation 1)1' guards , transportation of detainees throughout the theater , and the establishment of policy and
rrocedure relallve to resettlement operations, Likewise , they had the responsibility for reporting of detainees through the
"Jational Detainee Reporting System (NDRS) and the forward of Serious Incident Reports (SIR) concerning detainees. The
CJTf- 7 StZtff Judge Advoc;\te Magistrate s Cell was charged with developing systems to review the status of detainees , ensure
hey were giveu apprupri:Ht.: hearings , Article 78 appeals , and status reviews, The CJTF- 7 SJA had the lead in facilitating visits
OJ' the International Cull1mittee of the Red Cross (ICRC), The Joint Interrogation and Debriefing Center (JIDC) through the
205Ih MI Bde , wa, chargee! with executing interrogations at the FOB, The Commander , CJTF- 7 set forth the opecating
parameters of lhe JIDC (endosure 3), Prioritization of interrogations was determined by the Interrogation Targeting Board and
:;cnt dilTcllv (;, thc J IDC

205tl1 MI Bde,

In a veil real .Ielil;:, ~\crvrm' working at Abu Ghraib is involved in " detainee operations " Abu Ghraib , also known by MPs

!lIe B:.Jglj(jael (emr,J! Cunectwnal

Facility (BCCF), currently holds over 6500 detainees, Over 5500 of these are in direct U,
custody. Just "Vel 15110 uf these are of intelligence interest to the coalition, The FOB exists to house these detainees and
facilital\ ' lilterrl)~alll'lll, There are three basic components of " detainee operations " that include detention, interrogation, and
release Stan lupel \I., . In d these functions is provided by the Provost Marshal , thc C2 and the Staff Judge Advocate
respc:cII\ ell (1:1!\Ir!unatt'l) , thiS split rcspnnsioility tor detainee operations increased the pressure at lower levels and blurred
IlIlc.' ,,1 1l.',POII.'lhilil'. '\Ithongh command of the FOB provided me knowledge of all aspects and limited input , :IS laid oUt in the
diSUI."lI'1l 1111 cl1l1l111dnJ JllJ control, flolicy and task execution was conducted along functional lines lhrough functional
I fc\lliI dilIj()sl aJ 1 ' ' my experience in detainee operations comes from the interrogation perspective, The derails
"I,mm,lnd,
Iltlllh P,

l'I'!'

pr""rded l1elmv

II"" ,

h,jil:l~'lndlr'I'Lcluv; -

J:hll.,hed ov the JIDC re13ri\'e to detainee operations were enacled as the result of a visit by MG
of Joint Task F0rce Guantanamo Bay, During his visit General Miller focused on four key
~Jrca" 1I1:c!I1~('rkc illk~;-ci.li')n,svnchronizalion and fusi()n; analysis; interrogation; and detention operations, During his viSit he
re'nd,, re, 1 ~I '\Till, !; 1, \")1"1 '.\hic!1 j, provided in this statement (enclosure 4)c I have also provided his in- brief I. enclosure 51 , his
I ,UIIJllcl : I U:I "iI, ' 111ml , I Jrafr urdate tor lhe' Secretary of Defense (enclosure 7) The key findings of his visit were that tLe
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(Continued!
lnterrogators and :,walysts , develop
9, STATEMENT

interrogations A, a

a set of rules and limitations to guide interrogations , and provide dedicated MPs to support of
result of his visit the task force fonned a JIDC, The requirements for manning were laid ant in a request
for

forces (RFF) am.! a jciint manning documem (JMD:I ,

An recommendations were implemented with

the exception of dedicated MP

support.
for
interlOgation operatioIls are contained in Army Regulation 34- , Interrogation Operations- The standards for
2003 Subject: CJTF- 7 Interrogation and
the conduct of intcrrogatlols arc outlined in CJTF7- CG Memorandum dated 5 October
Counter- Resistance Policy (refer to enclosure 3) that were staffed with United States Central Command, These rules provide the
lefl Clnd right limits for interrogators,

The basic rules

Despite the articulation of:lear rules , there were two violations of these standards that were brought to my attention prior to
assumption of conunand of the FOD and the incident that precipitated this investigation, The first of these was reported to me by
the MPs in earlv October. The incident involved two female detainees and three male interrogators, The three soldiers accused
of detainee abuse were removed from their interrogation positions and I asked CID to investigate because of the potential
explosive nature of the inc:dent. The investigation was unable
to show beyond a reasonable doubt that detainee abuse occurred.
for
interrogation , constituting dereliction of
However , it did show that these interrogators failed to follow established procedures
duty, Each of the three soldiers involved was given punishment under Article 15 of the Uniform Code of Military Justice
(enclosure 8), Punishment was imposed by me, The second instance involved a female interrogator, It was reported to me by
the then HDC Deputy Director , LTC Steve Jordan. I cannot recall the specifics of this incident but the interrogator was removed
from her position as an interrogator and remanded to LTC Jordan
for
additional training, Long after the fact , I was made aware
of some additional allegations of abuse in an ICRC report (enclosure 9), These allegations track closely with some of the
allegations brought to my ilttention by CID in January,
After the flfSt allegations of abuse , the leadership at the JIDC decided to implement a
more
aggressive policy of ensuring that
their personnel were aware of all the limitations surrounding interrogation operations, All soldiers who conduct interrogations are
required to sign a memorandum that they understand the rules and agree
to abide
by them. A blank copy of the agreement is
')vided (enclosure
10)
Additionally, prior to starting work at the interrogation facility eaeh person assigned undergoes training
familiarize them with the facility and operations at Abu Ghraib- This training is conducted
by the section leader. A copy of
rIle training slides is provided as well (enclosure 11), Finally, to have a reminder of the interrogation rules of engagement (IROE)
as well as other importantnformation the JIDC created a wall with a blow up of the IROE and applicable memorandums signed

by LTG Sancllez, Every person entering the JIDC passes by these items as they enter and leave the JIDC facility, Pictures

of the

wall are provided (encl()~ure 12),

The complex and sometimes confusing command and control inherent III detainee operations makes the inter- relationships among
organizations extremely important and contentious, Despite a genuine commitment on the part of seniors at brigade- level to make
the relationship work , thw~ were several areas of friction between 320th MP Bn and the JIDc. There were significant
differences in standJrds be1\veen the t\-vo units in major areas. such as allowing local nationals
to live in the billets , uniform
standards, and the salming policy,
III conclusion , in response 10 a request of the lllvestigating officer,l would make two recommendations

as a result of

experience and the incidents that occurred, First ,

ensure that MPs supporting the interrogation mission are attached to the JIDC
so they can be beller sensit:,zed to the rules of interrogations and provide additional value added
to the interrogation process,
Second , if the desire 111' the task forcc is to pUt detaince operations under the purview of one commander at Abu Ghraib, that
commander must have training in uelenliol1 operations , interrogation operations , and detainee release procedures, The command
relatio!lsnip between the FOB commander and subordinate units should be OPCON , the offtcer should not have additional
command responsibilities and rhe level of responsibility pwbably necessitates a General Officer, NOTHING FOLLOWS
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On 9 February 2004 , a team of officers , directed by Major General Antonio Taguba
conducted the following interview. Major General Taguba was appointl~d as an
Investigating Officer under the provisions of Army Regulation 15- , by Lieutenant
General David D. McKiernan, Commanding General of the Coalition Forces Land
Component Command (CFLCC), to look into allegations of maltreatment of detainees
detainee escapes and accountability lapses , at Abu Ghraib, also known as the Baghdad
Central Confinement Facility (BCCF). The panel also inquired into training, standards
employment , command policies , and internal policies " concerning the detainees held at
Abu Gharib prison. Finally, the panel looked into the command climate and the
command ,md supervisory presence

The following persons were present:

,- DCGCFLCC , Interviewer
205
Intelligence Brigade
, 27D30 , CFLCC - SJA, Recorder

MG Antonio M. Taguba
COL Thomas M. Pappas
Vol. Gaines , Jr.
SSG John

th Military

, Respondent

This is the Hrst interview of COL Pappas on 9 FEB 04
The interview is summarized as follows:

My name IS COL Thomas M. Pappas
commander of the 20Sth Military Intelligence

. I am currently assigned as the
Brigade.

The Brigadt~ had a presence on Abu Ghraib on a permanent basis. In August or

September for Operation Victory Bounty, a small element of interrogators was sent down
there. In the middle of September , CJTF- 7 decided to stand up a Joint Interrogation and
Debriefing Center. The decision was made in November to move my TAC full time to
Abu Ghraib by direction ofthe CG. The last week in November I was given direction
assume command of the Forward Operating Base in Abu Ghraib.

The initial presence during Operation Victory Bounty was a team of interrogators from
MJ Brigade. In the middle of September , we began the transition to the Joint
Interrogation Debriefing Center. It became a mixed group of soldiers from the 32yd
325 , and the 5191h MI Brigades to form tiger teams. In October we had tiger teams from
Guantanomo Bay- Between October and November we received assistance from the
470 th MI Battalion and the 500th MI Brigade.

the 519111

Up until I assumed command the 800 1h MP Brigade had responsibilities for the FOB
exercised through the 3201h MP Battalion. There were various leaders exercising
responsibility for the FOB at different times including: LTC Chu , LTC Phillabaum and
MAJ DiNenna.
MI Battalion move down on December 2 , to establish operations
J 65th , COL Waters , about a week ago
to redeploy 10 the central region. They did not provide any of the interrogator support.
The 165(11 pulled guard , exercised direction over the FOB when I wasn t there and
I directed that the 165(h

and take control. I relieved the commander of the

provided me with advice and assistance on security. They had a section inside the area
where I am currently at , but in terms of actual interrogation , they had nothing to do with
it.

Prior to assumption of command as the FOB Commander , I did not specifically receive
any instructions regarding my responsibilities. I had the policies and procedures that
LTG Sanchez had signed , the Sand Book standards for quality of life and what had
already been established by CJTF- 7. I used those as my basic guide for exercising.
J understood that overall , I was responsible for making sure that detention operations ran
but I acted under the assumption that my executive agent for detention Ciperations was the
320lh MP Battalion. I did not get involved in their SOP' s or prison operations. I knew
how many prisoners there were , if there were escape attempts or other problems that
came up through the FOB. I understood that I had full responsibility of detention
operations , but I used the 320th as my executive agent.
There were dual lines of command with regard to detention operations. The 320 th MP

Battalion would talk with me about things; I would ask questions and get answers. They
were also getting guidance from the 800th MP Brigade with regard to detention operations
for the CJTF. I was in charge of operations at BCCF but I did not have a broader
perspective on things such as the transport of detainees, J had no visibility over the
operation once they left the confines of the FOB , nor did I concern mysdfwith it.
Perhaps r should have.
I request a lawyer at this time.

The command relationship I had was TACON: tactical control. I could maneuver them
on the battlefield but their organic units maintained the normal command relationship in
temlS of how they would operate and organize. I understood that I could take control
with regard to positioning and activities that took place , but they still followed their
command lines,

r think the units recognize my position as FOB Commander as being responsible for
Force Protection. r relied on the 20S th of my Brigade and the JIDC to operate the
interrogations. I relied on the 3201h MP Battalion to act as the warden fCir the facility and
ensure that good MP and guard practice were conducted.

The MI unit:, were within my command and control; they were assigned to me. They
were under the 20S1h Ml Brigade and the JIDc. The MP Battalion was TACON to me;
they had their own operating procedures and the execution of policy differed,
There was nDt an established procedure as to how detention operations conducted by the
MP's and interrogation operations being conducted by the MI units should interact. BG
Miller suggested to me and I made the suggestion to BG Karpinski that the MP' s be
detached to MI to carry out detention operations. The assumption was that command

lines would be clearer and the MP operations would be easier to regulate. The suggestion
was not carried out.

LTG Sanchez gave me , in writing, a specific interrogation plan. We were under strict
guidance. As late as 11 January, there was confusion in the MP ranks as to who was
responsible for the guard mission. The T ACON relationship was not clear. There were

instances of confusion in the MP Battalion as to what my realm of control was; I had to
reestablish my realm of control based on the T ACON relationship. I had cognizance over
the installation and all of its buildings, It was like being an ASG Commander and their
relationships with tenant units on Abu Ghraib.
If detainee abuse was brought to my attention , action was taken. There were two
instances when it was brought to my attention. For one of the interrogators we took
UCMJ action. There was a second instance with an interrogator; I directed that she be
suspended fwm further interrogations. LTC Steve Jordan , my deputy director at the time
can give the specifics. He handled it since it was a first time offense for the interrogator.

I did not follow up specifically other than to verify that she was suspended and that LTC
Jordan was working with her to ensure that it did not occur again. These were the only
two instances that I knew about until cm brought me the disk I told my soldiers to
work with cm and if the soldiers were involved , then they needed to be punished with
everyone else because that is the standard we ve established at the FOB and within the

JIOC
J f the interrogation plan falls within the outline set by LTG Sanchez then the 05 Deputy

Director or myself approve the plans. Those interrogation plans include a sleep plan and
medical standards. A physician and a psychiatrist are on hand to monitor what we are
doing. In practice , the interrogation team then gives the interrogation plan directly to the
MP guard that is going to work with MI when direct coordination is authorized. They
would go down and work with the NCOIC in the cellblock to work out the specifics of
implementation. Based on LTG Sanchez s outline , the approval came from me. Myself
or a senior person in the JIDC signed off on the interrogation plan and took it down to
work it with the MP'
The execution of this type of operation with regard to interrogation plan dissemination is
not codified in doctrine. Except for Guantanomo Bay, this sort of thing was a first.
Typically, the MP has a copy of the interrogation plan and a written note as to how to
execute, There should aJso be files in the detainee files as to what is going on when an
exception is needed. The interrogator uses these files to keep a record as to what has
happened to the detainee. The doctor and psychiatrist also look at the files to see what
the interrogation plan recommends; they have the final say as to what is implemented.
To my knowledge , instructions given to the MP' s other than what J have mentioned , such
as: shackling, making detainees strip down or other measures to use on detainees before
interrogations are not typically made unless there is some good reason. No one has
reported anything back to me. There once was an incident where the detainees on Second

Tier I A were naked. I told them to have the detainees put their clothes back on and that
it was inappropriate. I also told them that if there was a good reason to do that , it
should' ve been brought to my attention and should have gone through the CG. Things
that nature are inappropriate and not typically done.
My assumption was that the guard would supervise the plan and the detainees would be
delivered at a specified point and time to the intelTogator. For example , the intelTogator
would give the interrogation plan to the guard and the guard would implement that plan.
Nobody came back to me saying that we had problems implementing the plan nor were
there any questions about the plan. The only time that occurred were when the MP'
came back to me saying that they saw some interrogators come down and they did
inappropriate things to the detainees. I looked into it and I asked CID to come in and I

suspended those intelTogators from further operation. This was the first investigation that
I directed on detainee abuse, In this case , there was nothing brought to my attention that
there were problems in that regard.

I had mentioned to BG Karpinski and to the MP leadership that it would be cleaner if
they detached a group ofMP' s to the JIDC so we could conduct that operation separately;
wc could run them through the necessary training. They told me they didn t have enough
personnel for that , though they thought it was a good idea. I got feedback of that nature
though I doll t rcmcmber the specific datcs. Both my Deputy Commander and myself
spoke to BCi Karpinski about it. I made the assumption that they were competent to
execute those plans , but I didn t follow up on it based on the fact that I got the positive
feedback.

The point of the detachment and attachment of a group ofMP' s to me , to the lIDC was
so there would be a clear line of command and control over the MP' s dealing with the
detainees housed in Tier 1 A. I would have complete oversight of the operation; everyone
would be working off of the same SOP' s and the same lines of command. There wouldn
be a question about who to go to if you had a question. If they all worked for me , I
would be able to get all of the feedback and make the appropriate corrections, On
Sundays we have a meeting and all of the people at the lIDC stand up and they give an
overview of how things are going. lfthe MP' s were assigned to our unit they would be
required to stand up at meetings and give briefings about what had been going on and any
questions about procedures during intelTogations that seemed inappropriate could be dealt
with. I think it would' ve provided easier access to mitigate problems if they did exist.
As I said , J am unaware of anytime where an intelTogator said that there was a problem.
I'm not saying it never happened , but nobody ever brought such an instance to my
attention,
The feedback I received from BG Karpinski about an MP detachment was favorable , but
they didn t have the personncl to do it. Aftcr we had talked about it , they withdrew the

personnel who were escorting detainees back and forth to the prison. Nonnally, MP'
escort detainees from their cells to the interrogation room and they provide security, but
they didn t have enough personnel to do that. I had to come up with my own detachment
and train them, There were specific rules and regulations that the detachment had to

follow with regard to that mission. This special detachment , made up of96 H' , was
used exclusively for the transporting of detainees.
My understanding about my duties with regard to detention operations came from the
Deputy Commanding General. I needed to maintain awareness of what was going on
with detention operations , but the execution of the operation was clearly in the MP realm.
I f I saw something that was being done wrong, I had the authority to correct them by
changing the procedure and to ask for an explanation as to why a certain procedure was
being perfonned,

The tel111S security detainees and security internees are interchangeable, I separate them
trom the term criminals, which are held and dealt with separately. A high value detainee
is someone who is of particular interest to the CJTF. There are three categories of

, two and three. Two and three are not of any particular interest , and
category ol1l.~ consists of high value detainees. These three categories of detainees as well
as security detainees are categorized by the command. The Geneva Convention provides
for two types of detainees: Enemy POW' s and civilian detainees. Both have specific, but
different sets of rules and regulations that must be followed with regard to their
internment. The reason we use the term security internee is to differentiate them from
Enemy POW' s who would require a separate facility and separate rules of treatment
detainees: ot1e

I was not aware that a copy of the Geneva Convention under AR 190- 8 must be posted in

the facility in the language ofthe country to which the detainees are being held. The
Geneva Convention was not specifically posted in any of the facilities where the
detainees were being held. I maintained a copy in my office and on the facility, extracts
based on the rules and regulations of interrogation were posted when you walk into the
JIDC facility. The po stings say that the Geneva Convention must be followed , what the
CJTF apprmral is , and that detainees must be treated humanely. Each detainee
interrogator and analyst goes through in processing training. They sign a letter stating
that they understand what they can and cannot do. Since I have been in command , the
ICRC has come to our facility once and the lack ofa regulatory posting of the Geneva
Convention was not one of the findings that they out briefed me on.
My interrogators are well advised about the Geneva Convention and about what they can
and cannot do with regard to the treatment of detainees. I would go back to the
certification process that we ve implemented. The interrogators did not do anything
wrong - it looks like I might have had an errant guy. If it came to my attention , I
investigated r f it were inappropriate , I punished.
I would see LTC Phillabaum at weekly Mayor s meetings; from time to time I would
attend his MP meetings. We interacted with his staff with regard to detainee numbers.
We were working to finish the prisoner dining facility. My interaction was more so with
his staff than with LTC Phillabaum himself. Availability was the reason that we had
trouble meeting-

r spoke with BG Karpinski on two or thrcc occasions. When we were first standing up
the joint interrogation center is when I told him about the MP detachment plan.
When r assumed command I visited COL Pecks once , after the shooting incident on Tier
1, We did not have a meeting after that visit.

The interrogation operation would be better served if we streamlined the split lines of
responsibility. They came together a little after I took over the FOB , but it wasn t done.
One commander still wasn t responsible for everything from the interrogation facility to
the detention operations. All of the detention compounds and camps should fall under
the area of responsibility of one commander. Also , the guard force needs to get to the
same level of requirements , training and understanding of the Geneva Convention.
they do something outside of the standard , they know they do so at their own peril and
they don t think it is acceptable behavior.
The person exercising command as the FOB prior to my arrival and relief of the 800th MP
FOB was LTC Phillabaum. Once I arrived , I followed established ClTF policies. LTC
Phillabaum was not present when the actual change ofthe FOB took place; MAl
DiNenna was the acting commander at that time. What brought this on was when BG
Fast made a visit and saw that there was a lack of standards with regard to pieces of the
rOB. COL Hicks then called me to take over as the commander of the FOB.
The .JlOC at Camp Cropper is not under our control; BG Dayton runs it.

The interrogation teams are predominantly ML A company called Khaki also provides
civilian interrogators. There are interpreters who are nationals from the Middle East that
can get a secret clearance who are now U. S. citizens. Recently, we had British and
Jordanian interrogators. The intent was that the interrogators wouldn' t only be from the
Army, but from all three of the other branches of the military. The interrogator slots
should be predominately filled by the Joint Manning Document , augmented with twentyfive interrogators by the MI Brigade. We didn t have the personnel so I was required to
get interrogators from different units , but the intent is that it comes off of a Joint Manning
Document
I have a briefing to give you that lists the detainee centers and statistics.
r have nothing else to add.

\,

'")

(Colonel Pappas

U. S.

Army, was interviewed on 12 February 2004

as follows:

The purpose, C:Jlonel Pappas, is just to re- interview
you and ask a couple of clarifying questions here and we

ensure ttat we gathered all the information that we

Yes

you

slr.

E'o", the record, I acknowledge the copies of documents

(i .

~hat

require.

provided yesterday that include your sworn

enclosures ,

of c::)urS8

recorci.

matter of

statement,

briefs , things of that nature, as a

Do you wish me to readdress the purpose of

the iywestigation?
, sir.

Okay, all right, good.

are you Lini liar
October

Just a couple of questions

with the memorandum that was dated the 12th of

;;ubj ect: CJTF-

, Interrogation and Counter Resistance

Policy, unsigned , of course , but assuming it was assigned

the

:C; , C,

r'?-

from

, that was addressed to the C2 , Combined Joint

Task Force 7 , Baghdad, C3, Combined Joint Task Force 7, Baghdad,

and Commander

05th Mili tary Intelligence Brigade.

And I now

show you ' =his memorandum.

.c3

sir.

J.I

Yes

C2 .

~;o you re familiar with

I am familiar with that document , yes, sir.

that..

And the directives

associated with this were then utilized to formulate rules of

'")

p,

engagemert and policies that were later used at the FOB at Abu
Ghra.1_
1-\ .

Yes, slr, that is correct.
How else were those instructions and those directives

,jiss8mi r,ated ,

and to whom did you disseminate them to?

;::ir, I gave--that memorandum was given to the

operat ~orH section.

It was explained to the soldiers , and then

we used the system whereby that was approved by my JAG, which
during t raining, we gave a briefing which talked to those issues

as part c, t

tr, e

training, which I put in the documents , the
And then each one of the

allied documents that I gave you.

soldiers \Jas required to sign
are the t Ilings that you
c: .

the memorandum that said " these

can and can

t do with interrogations.

Were those just given to the interrogators, or were

any of these instructions given to the military policeman at

all?
lJ, .

?hey were not given to the military policeman , sir.
Should they have been?

lJ, .

In my view , yes

sir.

And this gets to the issue that

I talKed to you about during our last interview when I said I
think it would have been helpful if we had had one chain of
command w_ th regards to both the

mili tary police and

military

intcll~gence setup with regard to--the specific, those MPs
speci fica: 1

y supporting interrogations.

When you say " interrogators " both military and

civilian contractors?

Civilian contractors and the analysts who supported

1'\

them , a5 vlell.

Did you have an as gumption

or an understanding that

these instructions that culminated the interrogation rules of

engagement, that it was reasonably understood, the right and
left limits of the interrogators ' authority?

slr.

l'\.

Yes

(I .

Now , in that particular context, where the

intec:ogator provides a set of instructions to the military
policema~ upon the detainee s return to custody from the

military policemen and returning them to either Ganci or

Vigilant Clr the hard site ,

was there a determination that those

instructions were to be executed by whom?

Well

1-\

slr ,

it was understood that the specifics of

management plans, let' s say, for example, like sleep management

plan ,

waul d be executed by the MPs.

wri t ten document;

And there was usually a

I think I showed you an example of one in the

paperwork that said the person was to be woken up every X- amount
of hours.

()
:;;: ..

""'

Okay, when those instructions were given , did you know

whether ttlose instructions

to the MP were given to the guard

themselves, or to the guard' s supervisors or chain of command?
!-L

Sir ,

they were probably given to whomever was in the

Sally port at the time that the interrogators went down to
::oordinate that actions.

that I'

There was no formal system in place

i:l\.\'are of to--that would , for example

send it through--

guarantee that it was sent through the chain of command.
The rationale for my inquiry there was the prospect of
superV1Slor to an extent where the guard' s supervisory

::hain

would urcierstand the limits of those instructions, whether the

instructions were legal or whether the instructions were carried
to t_

he letter.

Tn other words

if the instructor was given a

set of instrJctions that stipulated 4 hours of sleep over a 24-

hour per i od , then how would you know or how would the

intecogator know

or how would the MP guard know that the

aggregate total of 4 hours were to be accomplished in a 24- hour
period, and in what segment or in what frequency?
!-I. .

Sir ,

on the sheet of paper that they gave , the ones

that I saw and the one that I provided to you usually specify

chat the rJerson

is to get an hours ' worth of sleep during every

4 hours from this period.
.L3

actuall y monltor whether

Now , there would be no way for us to

that happened.

I can tell you that on

!'-\ .

a regular basis that when Colonel Jordan was assigned down as my

Deputy, a rid

I know that Mr. Revas , who was in charge of the

interrogation and control element, a CW2 down there, would
routinely go down and work with the guards and their

supervisors ,

instructions.

you know , talking through the implementing

However

system in place to do

you are correct.

that.

We had no formal

There was an agreement at

the

higher levels between me and the MP Brigade, the 320th

Battalion ,

that that would be

done.

But there was no formal

establish8d procedure there , where I would hand that off , to

say,

he company commander of the uni t that was doing

t'le

(juarcing.
Given that then , why were these plans then focmulated

and directed to the MP, was there any consideration given to the

detainees '

phys ical,

Yes, sir.

mental, physiological state?
From our perspective , when we do that , we

have our medical-- we have a doctor

pulled.

But up until 24

assigned.

oc

assigned, J

think he was just

48 hours ago , we had a psychiatrist

And that person would go in

and, wi th

the

inter cogat ors , would review all those people under a management

plan and provide feedback as to whether they were being
medi cally

and physically taken care of.

fill s and ~he 1 ag times and that ,

Because of the JMD

I had to be honest that we

didn

t get the doctor and we didn t get the psychiatrist until

after T had actually gone down as the FOB commander and moved my

TAC lnto the JDIC.

So, that would not have happened until about

Up until that time , there was probably no good

15 November.

methodology for monitoring the health and welfare of the

detainees.

And that'

s one of the reasons that I pushed for that

and rtat we worked real hard in getting that fill , as we were

concerned about

that.

I want to bring that up, Colonel Pappas , because in
the context of giving specific instructions from did the

interr ogator, who we reasonably as sume

are competent, trained

individca~s, to an MP that again, not assuming whether they

20mpliar:t or were trained in

the handling of detainees then that

wocld lead to a question of whether a set of instructions from

be carried out to t he

you woul

letter by the MP and predicated

on any ~isfortune that then resulted on that

detainee.

Would it

be k~nd 01 odd to you that somebody else is carrying the orders

that somewhat e~anate what the inte~rogators that were directly

~nder yeu 1
1'-1,

command?

Yes,

sir.

I mean

, clearly, as I' ve articulated that

that was 2--1 think a concern in terms of the chain of events or

the structure of the JDIC.

Your point is a valid one , which

would tave personally solved by having the MPs be part of the

(' .

structurE;

We asked--I know that myself and my Deputy talked to

General Karpinski about that ,

about getting the Detachment that

provided guarding, especially over the hard cell , which is
real y the area that we re most concerned about, under the

auspices ()f the Brigade

and the JDIC so that we could ensure

that that was happening, because it was a loose area and we knew

that.

And so I would agree with your assessment , sir.
Did it occur , as well , in your discussions with

General Karpinski that there may be some MPs that may overextend

their authori. ty in
PI.

Sir,

the execution of these----

I never--the only reports that I ever got were on

xy own people, and they were from the MPs.

I had, perhaps,

iwproperl v at this point, 20/20 hinds ight being perfect, assumed

that they were competent regarding things that we were as

them to do.

king

As I worked my way back through that , I probably

should ha\'e asked more

questions, admittedly.

In your infrequent contacts with Colonel Phillabaum
was there any thought given to or even mentioned what this
part icular memo covered interrogation and counter-

policy?

unit'

Did you ever ask or did you mention to him of his

s re_ ations to this particular policy?
r-\ .

L.J

resistance

Sir ,

PhillabauT1.

I never discussed that policy with Colonel

c: .

But did you say, you mentioned this relative to his

galnl.ng control of those MPs with General Karpinski.

V,
es, Slr.

And she understood that?
f-J, .

I don t know

diSCJS si ons

speci fically

slr.

I don t remember having

about that memorandum.

I do know that

both myse~f and my Deputy Conunander, Major Laura Potter , spoke
to her or several occasions about the possibility of having the

MPs come lIndeI' our
thi.nk ,
of ope

auspices for reasons-- what I expressed,

wa,; just simply of training, of unity of command and ease

rat :ons to work

that piece.

At one point, I actually

thougtt we were pretty close to doing it , but then , the MPs sa
that they didn t have enough personnel.

There were chronic

shortages and they were rotating people back in through the

system,

so that the matter was subsequently

dropped.

Who did you get that response from?
1-\ .

From General Karpinski , sir , and from the MPs on the

J rou~1d .

Did you take that as sort of a resistance to your

)ffer CII to established policy,

or did you take that as their

rationale of why they could not be included in your
recommenca t ion to conduct an integrated training session wi

regarcis to both interrogation

and detention?

, '-

p,

Si~, I believe that the shortage of personnel that

they tad w~s legitimate and that they were doing the best with
'tlha t

t hey had.
Again ,

personne 1

did you ta ke it that everybody was short

anyway?

l-L

Yes , sir , I did.

(i.

Did you readdress that with her subsequent to that?

1-', .

Sir ,

the Deput'!.
happened.

we talked about it two or three times, myself and

I couldn t give you any specifics of when that

I know that I spoke to her once when we were--I can

remember , at least once, and I know that the Deputy brought it
up a couple of times at the weekly prison meetings that she

would a~tend down at CPA.
shortage of personnel.

And the response that we got was

And based on my own--I believe they were

telling the truth , and when I got down as the FOB Commander at

t~e end of November, there truly was a shortage of

personnel,

which I a~tempted to address through pu~ting together a request
for forces using civilian personnel that is currently pending

througt the contracting process to try to help us with the guard

requirements because of their

shortages.

Di~ you explain to the 320th , General Karpinski , or

an)

I",

tenant unit what

Tl'l.CON

~ward operating base?

meant when you assumed command

"p-j\ ' .

..,...,

When we got the order , and again , I put a

, sir.

1-'\ .

copy of that in the allied documents that I sent to you , and it
said for--that we re TACON for two

protectiOJ1 ,

tasks.

One was the FOB force

and the second was the detainee security, which

ass~med meant that we were to make sure that they had a place to

live,
v,'

to protect them from mortar attacks in the same way that

e'

tu provide force protection.

way, was j list for

The TACON order , the other

force protection purposes under the-- when we

were unde: the BOOth auspices prior to the 19th or the

think ,

Uv: o,:cder

was written.

The 19th.

But you understood that you were not TACON

Did you understand that to be the case?

to the 800th.
)\)0

21st, I

slr.

I understood that we were TACON to the BOOth

for purposes of force protection.
Okay,
1-'\ .

tha t' s

how you understood the FRAG Order?

Yes , sir.
But the FRAG Order basically appointed you as the

1R

205th CorT\lIander , to be the FOB Commander of the forward complex-

l'L

As of the

23d, yes, sir.

And I guess-- or on the 19th-

-I don t remember the exact date of the

It'

s the

19th.

order, sir.

".

--'

, "

.. .

O~ the 19th of November , up until the 19th of

1'1.

November, we had been, the 205th JDIC had been TACON to the

80 Oth MPs fer purpose of force protection.

On the----

Was there a FRAGO associated with that?

Yes , sir , it was in the daily tactical update, and
ve provided a copy of that in the allied documents that I gave

you.
All right, so there was a speci fic-- prior to the

you had aL ready been TACON to the

19th,

Oath MP Brigade.

Yes , sir, on the BOOth-- or excuse me, and I don t know

1\ .

if I gave you a copy of that FRAGO , sir, but there was a daily

tactica':" qpdate that
19 th,

established that relationship.

On the

\-Jas appointed FOB commander and given TACON of the 32 Oth

MP Batta':" ion

for purposes of force protection and detainee

secuL.. ty.

Okay, I think the exact words were " detainee
ope rat ion g U

were the exact words of that FRAGO.

My understanding, sir, could I see the documents,
pI eaSE:: C

I';;' .

I r m pretty sure it was " detainee security,

Sure.

sir.

(MAJ Taguba provides documents to COL

Here is a copy of

Pappas.

the....

Yes, sir
securit Y Jf detainees

are TACON to the 205th MI Brigade for
and FOB protection.

') ')

,.

. .

Okay, and FOB protection , okay.

detalnees ,

and it was never

Yec3,

Yes,

inaudibleJ .

slr.

And there
:b, .

The security of

s another version of this.

slr.

There s another version of this that basically said
. . . are TACON to the 205th for security, detainee-- " sorry, " for
force prctection and detainee operations.

you

What it out lined for

seeUl ity of detainees , how did that cross your mind?

How

did you interpret that?
1-\

To me, sir , I interpreted that to mean, basically

providing force protection for the detainees in the same manner
that I wa s providing it for other peopl e on the base.

Was that relegated to anybody?

For you to

say, "

p~oviding security for the detainees in the context of force

p~otect i on for the entire forward operating base, the operations
chen werE separate and distinct from providing

security.

I don t know that they were separate and distinct, per

se,

5J- r .

For example , part of that was providing a guard

force,

so~eone making sure that the MPs had sufficient resources to

Quare!.

Tha t r S why I took a personal interest in this Eagle

contract, making sure that they are interested, that that type
)f ("

linG vJas taken care of.

But certainly, it was--I did not

, "

'" .

thi~~ tha t.
large

I had

the responsibility for detainee operations , at

for example , movement of detainees , tracking detainees

providing legal services for detainees and working all

that.

That staYE~d within

Marshal.

the realm of the C3 and the Provost

And I spec:ifically had my staff check, because as this was being

developeD I there were some di scus sions of detainee operations,
which is a Duch larger subset to which I said

I don t have the

reqLisite knowledge and/or staff to be able to execute detainee

operation s, "

in the broad sense of the word , sir.

But then , just for a matter of clarification here

thi1t dul ing interrogation ,

interrogat. ion

dering processes of conducting

sessions, did you understand that security of the

detainees also applied during that period of time?

Yes

M.

slr.

Wha t we did was we had retrained security

forces who were MI when they said that they could no 10:1ger
escort detainees.

We go t them trained up and we had a group

that were subj ect to the rules that I outlined to you , and they
Escor led

detainees back and forth.

wi tressed they

were within the

In all the instances,

rules.

I can t say 100 percent

that samet hing didn t happen, but nothing was ever brought to my

att~enticn .
")1

l\nd

I have witnessed hundreds of cases of detainees

bel~g escorted back and forth by these intelligence people that

..

ve designated , back from the various camps, and I never saw

anything that caused me to have

suspicion.

Just another point of clarification , the security of

detainees during interrogation procedures are under your
purv:Le',.,) .

slr.

1-\

Ye ~3,

~i

But the security of detainees during detentio~

operotions are under the purview of the MP unit that'

20nductirg de~ention operations.
Pc.

1 ()

Yes, sir. Sir ,

I rely on the MPs,

for example , to

execut e appropriate guarding procedures, whether it was on the

a::::d C::i te
mean

I

whether it was at Camp Ganci or Camp

Vi::j'ilant.

thev were the subj ect matter experts on that and I relied

on tnei1 expertise to do that.
had guards available.

Wha t I did do was ensure they

We tal ked about the require~ents, over

the thi ngs , at our weekly mayor s meetings.

We would bring up

issues that they had with regard to those things, and I tried to

sol VB them as best I

could.

When did the handof( of sorts of responsibility
between security and detainees during interrogation processes
and the security of detainees during detention operations , what
'"'I

is thE? handoff?

--,

1\ .

Sir ,

that I j Lst

the handoff is really the FRAGa from the 19th

showed you that directed me to do that , gave me

TACON over that whole process.

Let me prepare a scenario for

you.

At the conclusion

of an interrogation , the typical scenario is that the detainee

is then remanded to the custody of the MP.

Yes

sir.

To return them to their cell at the hard site or at

Vigilant or Ganci, that at the conclusion of an interrogation
1 ()

;,Jrocedure I the detention procedure , the security of that
jetai~ee ~S the responsibility of that interrogator.
1-1, .

I mean, no,

sir.

The security of the detainee at

that point was the responsibility of the guard

force.

Norma 11 y. .
(:I.
1-1, .

correctly..

m just trying to understand----

No, si r, I'

m trying to make sure I explain this

If there were no shortages of personnel and a

military policeman , and this is by their own field manuals

would escort the detainee from his prison site where he lived to
the interrogation booth and provide a force outside of the

interrogation booth to
""J

guard, to secure the site.

On around the

last week in November , the MPs announced that they no longer had

the force structure to be able to do

that.

So what I did was

,I

() .

took some 96 Hotels, I believe they were , who were-- who I could

move. and gave them training with the MPs on how to guard

people ,

to wal k with people, and do that sort of thing, and

assigned them a detail of escorting detainees back and

forth.

So, the way ~hat the system worked after that time was that the

MI soldiers, who were specially trained, would go to the site
where the detainee

lived.

They would pick up the detainee and

transport that detainee to the interrogator , who would then

escoct trem.

At times , the way that it normally worked itself

out over time was that the interrogator would go with the
speclal person who was supposed to be on guard and would assist

him as a~ assistant.

And then the person who was trained to be

a guard wocld remain outside so that we had two people

20n~roll i ng because I didn I
this cetaJ

t

have a lot of people who could do

An interrogator would assist the person designated

as a guard by going with him on the escort details and making
sure that they were----

So essentially, the interrogator has no security
responsibj lity for that detainee.

/I.

1\0 , sir.

c: .

None at all , whatsoever.

Doctrinally, they re not supposed to , and except in

the lnstances that I just outlined , where because of shortages

.'

of

person~el, they were then put in as assistants to do

that.

Now, the reason that we did this with the MI people is because
interroga ~ors for a

period

of

these oth':::r guys correctly
5ecurity,

time before we got the training

executed, they did, in fact, do

even though doctrinally, they should not have and they

were not ~rained to do

it.

So it depends on the situation and your

guidance.

mean , eve~ybody is short people.
J\.

Yes,

sir.

mean

contractc:r
help.

you

short people , but you

re augmented

They re short people, but they re not getting any
of

m just trying to make a clear distinction

understanding when you say "
governed by detention

security

of

operations.

detainees, "

your

outside that

But you also mention that the

i~terrogator has some semblance of security measures because in

the

condcc:t

of

interrogation sessions , that typically there

ttree people inside that booth , the guard is outside.
1-\ .

Yes, sir.

~;I .

Okay, I got

I'

it.

Your interrogators, some

are

:::lVl.Llar, s.'
f.\,

Yes, sir.
And your trans lators

PI.

le03

sir.

are

civilians, as well?

And when you took over as the FOB, were the civilians
their credentials checked by you or, that says they understand

thei r r~g~t and

left limits authorized in terms of interrogation

practices?
Si r,

interpreters ,

the civilian interrogators,

yes.

The

I honestly couldn t say.

I as ked a couple of your civilian employees today, a

translato~ and an interrogator , whether they understood that

since they are employees of the United States Government in the

United St

iltes

military forces,

of their status under the Geneva

Conventioll should they be retained, detained, killed, wounded by
Anti-Coal ~tion Forces.

And they stipulated that they didn

exactl y Know what their status to

be.

Were they given the

traininG ttat you know of that says, this guy is interrogating
Iraqi deLainees

lhat conceivably, because of our combat

environment here, they could conceivably also be captured or

detained lJY Anti-Coalition Forces.

Do you know if they were

glven any instructions on the Geneva Convention?

On their

status, sir ,

or the detainees ' status?

On their status and on their understanding of the

Geneva Cor vention as to relate to their job and as it relates to
the detairee, as it relates to their responsibility whereby they
should be aware of the basic fundamentals of the Geneva

Conventiorl, that they could be charged as a war criminal if they

violate that?

Sir,

I did not have the program to do

that.

I don

know whether----

Does your lawyer know that?

Did he help you?

That if

you have 21 civilian contractor conducting interrogation

operationE: ,

a collection of information , a collect~on of

intelligence, sensitive of this information might be of what

their stat. us

not, that they still could be culpable to violations

(Jr

civilia~

could be, that regardless of whether they re a

of t~e Geneva Convention?

,lr ,

C' .

1\ .

I don t know that we ever told them that, per

se.

I do bel i E!Ve that the civilian employees , at least the ones that

I worked with , were aware of the standards of conduct with
regard to detainees.

I never personally told them nor did

have any ::raining program
that you :iust gave them.
program that

the ri

in place to provide the information
They walked through the same training

::he regular interrogators did

that said "

They were

ght and left limits for interrogations.

requi red 1:0 read ,
were publ :.

digni t Y

this is

when General Sanchez published them and they

shed on the bulletin board

and respect memos.

aE;

I showed you, the

And those were the,

I believe that

they went through the same training and signed the same memos

"'-

(j.

that our Lnterrogators
Convention.

did, which were in line with the Geneva

So with regards to that

tne rlght and left limits of

I believe that they knew

interrogations.

But I certainly

never did brief them on their status with regard to the

specifics of their status with regard to being combatants, nor
did I tel_ - them that they were subj ect to being held accountable

as war cr~minals if they violated

that.

Now, they re typically classified as noncombatants
but they could be construed as collaborating with the military
forces in the performance of their duty to which they are

contracted for.
Yes , sir.
Did you also know that , perhaps, at least that we know

, that one ot your translators does not even have a security

c lea ranee

that he is performing duties of collection and

gathering and interpretation of sensitive information?

No, sir.

When the interpreters came to us from a

1ital1 contract that was

run out here at CJTF- , my understanding

is that w:1en we received those interpreters, they came with a
secret: e1

earance.
\'7e11

")'1

commande r

clearance,

I advise you now that you re no longer the FOB

that at least one of them is still pending a security

And I will advise you that that one particular

!\ .

individud, L is working on a special proj ect

of a highly sensitive

nature whereby he s collecting intelligence information to which

he may n()' ~ have access to.

interroqa1~ors .

So I strongly recommend that if you have any of

those per:30nnel,
chanqe it.

And I also mention that to the

that I strongly recommend to you that you

Because then you may be violating another set of

circumstallces called the protection of security information, and
I do:!

t know if you advi sed that to Genera I Fas t or not.

I will certainly need to talk to her about

because WE~,

that, sir

as I said , we relied on the personnel who came down

there werE to have security
was here dt the CJTF-

clearances.

The contracting officer

And so when they were assigned to

made the assumption that they

did.

me, I

None of the interpreters

ever came w~~h their--I forget the form number , sir , their
seCUL- Ly

clearance form.

Bu

t----

But they came with a

packet.

I assume they came with

some sort of a personnel packet introducing them as a matter of

record.
Yes

sir.

What they were hired to do, who they were assigned to

and SODe sort of a background check of some

sort.

".

)\
p, .

n.

sir ,

y e~;

and that would be monitored by the Titan

Corpo.raticn representative here,
eha t

and I'

ll certainly look into

when we brea k.
x' .

I strongly suggest you do

IC, .

Yes

that.

sir.

Interrogation sites.

sir.

Yes,

Where, to your understanding, are those authorized
sites tc be?

There are three general places, sir, that we allow
interroga1:ions to be conducted

at.

There is the steel

site,

whicn is over by Camp Vigilant areas, the site they call Site

site. And then
the facility,

Wood , wh i cr~ is over across the way from the hard

occasionally, they would do interrogations in

itselt
back.

j 11 t~e hard site facility itself in the corner , in the

And then

from time to time , they would do it in a shower

area in the hard site.
=n the hard site , those were the authorized sites that

you kncw Jf.

Yes, sir.
IJ.

Recall ,

were ut i1 i zed

if you can, at a time where the use of dogs

ins ide the

hard site.

And specifically, a

Specialist Smith who was a canine dog handler, who reportedly

made in hLs statement where he was instructed to go into the
~a rd site for the purpose of an

interview.

And he made a

comment and turned to you, since you just happened to be in the
proximity from where he was, proximity, of course, is the

vic_ nity

of the hard site.

When he got this set of instructions

from someone, he turned to you and he asked

you, " Is

it okay for

me to use the dogs in the hard site in the interview of

cietainees
1\ .

)1l

Do you recall that?

No, sir, I do not.

I recall an instance where I spoke

It was in the courtyard of Camp Vigilant.

to a oog handler.

And we had a discussion about the

said

dogs, and I said,

I may have

=: don t recall, " but we had a discussion and we talked a

little bit about dogs and that they could be used in
interrogations relative to this memorandum.

gettl:lg into any specifics of

how or when.

But I don t recall

And I don t recall

ever that instance.

Authority to use dogs for interviews or interrogation?
lA.

Well , sir ,

the memorandum that

other than in the way that it'
you have right there, no, sir.

s laid out in

Do you know how many dogs , working military dogs are

in the FOB under the control of the MP unit?
1\ .

)lr , I believe that there were at one time, I think

C' .

there were five.

There was three Navy working dogs and two Army

wor king

dogs.

The only discussion that I have ever had relative

occasions.

to those dogs was on two

One time, I talked to the

Navy head and talked to him about bomb sniffing and working with
And I did talk to some of my interrogation sectioo

the guard".

leaders abou~ using dogs , and they were talking about how they

would set it up.
C'U':"L:

1"1 U =:= , E"

;-I,

And I

said, " If

you re going to use them in a

:: I: interrogations as directed by the CG , they have to be
And those are the only-- those

I . ,.

I can recall discussing

are the only times that

dogs.

Are you aware that on or about the 24th of November at

tte ti~e

()f the riot at Ganci,

and also subsequent to the

shoot i og ~ha t occurred in Tier One

second floor, and when the

I R? -was called to action and of course

associated to the IRF

was the fLve military working dogs , that a team of

interroga~ors, who we were told were civilians, wearing civilian
clo thes

and also an interpreter, entered the cell of the

the shooter, or someone associated with the

indi vid.Jd L

shooter,

whe~e dogs were called to either int~midate or cause fear or

tres s em that particular

detainee?

Were you made aware of

that?
No,

slr.

What I was aware of on that night was

and what I witnessed, wa s the use of dogs.

of dogs a 3

that,

I witnessed the use

they were being used in a security role, not for

interrogatj_ ons.

As they were doing so, they were going in and

sniffi~q, looking for weapons and things like that in the
And as they were shaking down some of the Iraqi police

cells.

,I

witnessed dogs being used on the other side in a--they were not

muzzled

t.'"ley were barking in an effort to control these

potential suspects as they were being inspected by military

The

pol ice to make sure that they didn t have any weapons.

speci~ic event that you just described I was unaware

of.

I do

know that Colonel Jordan , along with several other people,

don t know who they were, went into the cell, went after the

guy.

( understood, there were some civilian interpreters , as

well as s()me other guys , went into the
tha~ during a different 15-

tha::. would be-- only

cell.

I became aware of

And what my guidance was is that

the IRE' would go in and participate in such

actions and that that was

inappropriate.

Did they make an identification of who the two

civilian interrogators
l\.

Sir ,

brought tl) my

were?

the only-- as I said, the details of this were

attention during the out brief with Colonel

Falcone based on a 15- , and he did not identify who those

people '"e(e.

and I ta: zed
respond t'J

We both agreed that it would be more

appropriate,

to the MPs about that, as well , that the IRF

such things and that we not form our own.

Al though

'". ..

') ')

they had qood intelligence and good intentions, that they not
form thei~ own formation and go in there and do that, but that
we use es:ablished procedures.

fhe rationale was because the dog handler that was

i nvolved
tr. at

the

fact

~n that particular incident did substantiate the

~nterpreter was there and did indicate the fact that

trere were two civilian military interrogators in there , despite
the outcome of the 15-

And if that would be the case and if

that was ))rought to your attention, did you subsequently go back

to your interrogators to remind them whether he was

alleged

~ubs

tantiated

mi litary dogs

for

or

suspected,

even perceived , that the use of

interrogative purposes , not for searches are

to be j r, violation of this particular policy?
7-\ .

I certainly would

my at tent :-cm.

have, sir ,

had that been brought to

This is the first-- as I said , the first heard

that there was an interrogation done with regard to

that.

And

trat is a first heard for me.

Okay, fair enough.

doqs. c.:: ~'0U have stipulated ,
prov..ldec tr.

re muzzled.

interroc::ation.
1-\

Yes

sir.

All right, the use of military
could be used for interrogation,

They have to have a muzzle on during

~), ..

If that would be the case then, why would you want to
use dogs ~or interrogative purposes?
IT.

What' s the purpose of the

ili tary dog?
Sir ,

1\

the purpose of the dog would be, and again , it is

a-- and I think that'
the dogs,

s one of the reasons

that, as you look at

that they re not used very much in

interrogations.

And we d~ scussed this on several occasions and the interpreters-

Ylterrogators have brought to my

or the

it'

attention

s not very intimidating if they re muz zled. "

to tha t

was, " Well ,

went i n

w~th the request.

to be muz

,:led.

then don t use ttem.

That'

that, " Well,

And my response

Find another way.

The paper came back saying they had

s the standard and that' s the----

Who did request that to?

It was on a list of--the draft prior to this , was a

li,st

of r~u;ne::::-ous things that were on there , that we put

couldr

t recall the

draft, s lr.

on.

I think we ended up with about

A throuat R or S of things that we could do during the original

dra=+~ that we sent forth to the SJA.
on tha t that

There was many more things

we requested.

When you made that list, did your

the .lJst?
1'7

Ye~3, sir.

avJD SJ1\

approve of

')')
.:...-

p,
'"

.

And you understood that that was competent

legal

advicE':'
1'es,

(i.

slr.

That it was not prohibited under the context of the

Geceva Convention?
Yes

sir.

The use of force to coerce , to intimidate, to cause

fear ,

tha t sort of thing?

leI,

Yes, sir.
And based on that remark, let me read to you now a

quote from the Geneva Convention.

It says " Prisoners of war to

which, also the category of civilian detainees and

detainees,

are constantly to be protected , particularly against acts of

violencE or intimidation and against insults and public

:::uricsity.
1-\ .

Yes,

sir.

Did that fall, did the use of dogs fall outside of
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that particular statement, do you think?
1'1.

Sir,

ll be honest, I never really--I did not

personall~' look at that with regard to the Geneva

Convention.

It was a technique that I had discussed with General Miller when

he was here.

In the execution of interrogations and the

interrogat ion business

in general, we are trying to get

information from people.

We have to create an environment not

to pe~manently damage them or psychologically abuse them , but we

have to assert control and get detainees into a position where

they

re w_ lling to talk to

addre s sed.

us.

That was a technique that was

We put it forth in a

document.

What did General Miller with that technique?

Sir ,

discussed,

I honestly don t recall the specifics of what we

He said that they used military working dogs, and

that they were effective in setting the atmosphere for

you could get information.

you know

ckay,

in 1:he booth with

been ~easlled, and
a~l owed teJ

which,

Certainly using the

dogs,

or without a muzzle, they would have

it would never be my intent that the dog be

bite or

in any way touch a detainee or anybody

else,

which is \Jhy the report that you just gave surprised me.
Were you aware of the ~se of two Army military working

dogs t h6 L were called in for a search , given that kind of

intent, reJt to be
purpose ,

used for a search, but used for another

eJalled " photo

perpet rat ed a situation

opportunity, "

where they took the detainee out of his

cell, st r ~pped him of his
the floor.

which the two guards

clothing, cuffed him, made him lie on

And in that particular

context,

were reI eflsed and attacked the detainee.

somehow both dogs

Are you familiar wi th-

'! '!

j~
", .

No, sir

I am not.

And I make that remark only because the interrogation
rules of engagement typify or at least outline the use of the

presence (~f military dogs,

must have the express approval, if

m not nLstaken, of General

you

Sanchez, for which I'

ll read to

Presence of military working dogs require CG' s approval.

It dldn t say where.

oasically said,

It didn t say " muzzled.

It just

Presence of military working dogs....

Was

this then a revised interrogation rules of engagement after
Ja~ua: y or is this the one that followed the same context of the

Jctober 2003 memo?
fI, .

co '
~,l:::,

Do you recall?
I don t believe that this--this

I don t recall.

was based on the memorandum.

I believe that we had the CG'

approva 1 t, o use dogs as long as , based on this memorandum , as
long as they were muzzled.
::Jave to ITIj'

people.

And that is the instructions that I

I don t necessarily-- and this was with

regards, specifically, to interrogations and was not further

disserni nat ed"

Because-- Iook

indicated-- Iet
basically said

underneath here that basically

me put my glasses

on; it'

s in fine print , that

The use of the techniques are subj ect to the

qeneral scfeguards as provided as well as specific guidance
imolementE'd by the 20Sth MI Commander, FM 34-

, and Commanding

"')

General C ~rTF- 7"

I believe that to be very directive, and you

had indicated that these rules of engagement were

briefed,

provided,

instructed, posted somewhere, where all members of your

interrogating team understood the intent with regards to this

rule.

Yes, sir.

1\

And you said that they signed a memo stipulating

that.

Ye~3, sir.

Do you think you may have a copy of, or file copies of
those i~tE!rrogators signing, that they understood the provisions

of the interrogation rules of engagement?

Sir ,

l'\.
fi-"ee:; d t

me,

no,
(i.

if they were available , they would be down in the

tte Abu Ghraib.

I don t have anything personally with

s ~_

Because those interrogators are still there, with the

except ~on of those that departed.

Is that correct?

, Slr.

J.I. .

That'

s probably what we need to check on , to make sure

that there s a understanding.

That rationale that you had

=o~one: Pappas, the detainee abuses or the detainee

ma~treatment ,

is not only prevalent-- not prevalent, I should

say, could be caused under the detention operations , under the

direct pLrview of the MPs, but in the context of our interview

')')

., .

. . .

so far, we determined that interrogators are also susceptible to

causing all understanding

detal~ee i!buses

on an environment to be interpreted as

if they re not clearly understood with regards

to the ut_ lization of dogs or to the further explanation of what
an ~nterr(Jgation plan is supposed to indicate of whether it'

for isolation , segregation, sleep management plan, or any

deprivation of liberties.
f'~

Yes, Slr.
That is in fact , would be related to detainee abuses

that in some instances have been documented as allegedly what

happened.
f',

Okay, do you have anything you want to add?

sir.

No,

(ColOlle- Pappas was

The inter' liew

duly warned and departed the interview

paused at 1714,

area.

12 February 2004 and continued at

1724, 12 February 2004.
C! .

that one of them included the use of military

working dogs, and that your SJA reviewed and approved of your

r ecommendd tion up through the
T,

Yes,

chain.

slr.

l\gain ,

this ~:eqUE,;st to,
that time'?

please

could you tell me who you submitted

since you were still OPCON to the BOOth MP at

""
~,' ...

----

Sir ,

we were not OPCON to the Baath MP.

We were to

TACON tc' the BOOth---m sorry, you were TACON , okay.

for force protection,

f\.

that di rec:tly through

only.

And so, I submitted

my SJA to Colonel Warren, the CJTF- 7 SJA.

And in their mind, those techniques were not approved
or approved?

fl.

Sir ,

there were actually two memos that came

out.

one that you have a copy of is the one that I have a copy

The

of.

There was a previous one that had some additional techniques on
them that came down, that was later

rescinded.

provided some additional techniques tha t

And tha t

were on there.

It was

stilL gclng through the staffing process with Central Command,
and I think Central Command expressed some concerns about some

,of the aodi tional
you have

techniques.

And it was a minute document that

01 copy of, that I provided to you.

And the thing that

I don t have a copy of is I sent a forwarding order to the JDIC

telling them to implement the instructions as of the 11 October

document that you

have.

The approved---/'1.

')1

Yes, sir.
And those were given----

The first document , sir , my understanding was when it

PI

first came down was also
unde r those

approved.

So we operated for a time

provisions.

Was that approval , did that approval come from CENTCOM

(J .

or did that approval come from CJTF---No, it came from the CJTF- , sir.

And who signed tha t memo?

General Sanchez, Slr.

1\ .

Did you know the time period of that submission?

Was

it beiore December or after December?
It was before the October rescission.

Before that memo there?

Yes,

II.

slr.

And subsequently, you mentioned there was a subsequent
memo that added other techniques----

No, sir.

It was prior to that, and then the document

that qa' you is the
the 11th I)f October.
le

viTho is

one that we

ve been operating under since

your SJA?

Captain Brent Fitch.
Okay, Captain Brent Fitch.
Do yeu kn,)w?

Legal administrator?

What was his background?

Crimina 1

F,.

Si.:::- ,

crimical ~a.

I know that he has had some background in
in terms of being a-- pro::iecution.

I don t know,

thinK he had some administrative time, and I don t know his
backgrouEc! in OPLAW.

All right, that'

J\.

Yes,

s fair.

Is he still with you?

sir.

Who drafted and approved the ROE subsequent , you
mentioned General Sanchez did that?

sLbmitted it,

You drafted it, you

reviewed by Colonel Warren and subsequently

approved by General Sanchez?
!'t.

Sir, we worked the staff action together with the SJA

and submitted it to General

Sanchez.

Were ~here any other submissions or new techniques or
recommended techniques after the first one?
1-\ .

~ot that I' m aware of ,

sir.

So no emails or anything of that
1=\ .

Not that I'

m aware of,

nature, sir?

sir.

And again , were any of these approved techniques
approved ~n~errogation rules of engagement?

a t tempt 011 one part

Was there any

to share that wi th the MP Battalion

Commande r that was under your purview or given a copy of to

General Karpinski'

s staff?

!-\ .

Si~ , I did not give that to the MP Battalion on the

PI.

ground ,

I did not.

Should you have?

= should have,

yes, sir.

~n 34- 15--I' m sorry, in FM 34-

, is it doctrinal

there or anywhere found in there to utilize military dogs in

interroaaL~ on practices?
Si~, I don

!-I, .

couldn

t-- I

can t recall.

I don t think

so, but I

t llonestly say without having the manual in front of me.

c: .

I see , so what you re really going by is another idea

not ~ecessarily contained doctrinally in 34- 52

or anyplace else,

:J r - - _u.

As I expressed, sir , that particular idea came from

Guantana'l\O Bay and my discussions during the General Miller

visit.

For the most part, those techniques that you see on that

:nemo are all relative out of 34- 52.
c.:. "

All those except----

r"\

I don t believe that military working dogs was in

there"
1'011 said you held prison meetings , how often did you

de tnat"
r"\

Sir, we held mayor s meetings with all of the

component commanders on the base once a week.

Once a week?

I\.

Yes , sir.

(I.

;':;0

, all the commanders or their representatives were

there c

Yes,

1\

slr.

Did you keep minutes of those meetings?
7'l. .

No, sir.

m sure that we can probably-- well , I don

want :0 say

this.

Slr.

t be able to go back and get you copies of the

I :1Lgh

briefings,
c: .

I did not keep minutes of those meetings

I don t know how far they would go

Once again ,

back.

further clarity, prior to you taking over

the Abu ::":hraib FOB, you indicated that you had already been

TACON to t~he 80 Oth MP Brigade.
J\

Yes, Slr.

c: .

When was that effective?

1'1.

Sir

I don t recall.

Give me a window , like May, June, July?

Ill' ,

C' .

it would have been sometime in the

Septewber /October

timeframc.

And you were agaln , your headquarters was not even
located Abu Ghraib.
1""\ -

That is correct,

sJ_

,.,

p"
,,' ..
'"

And then, sometime around the 19th of November, you
rece~ved ~nstructions whereby appointing you to be the Forward

Jpera t ing Base

Commander of Abu

Ghraib.

Yes, Slr.
And you still remained TACON to the BOOth MP?
Pc.

, sir.

At that point in time, the relationship was

changed and the 320th MP Battalion was made

to me for

Tl~CON

fo~ce protection.

For force protection , but you no longer had command

relatio~2 with the BOOth MP.

Sir ,

the only relationship that I ever had with that--

~y unit as igned there ,

the JDIC, ever had with the

TACON fOl the purposes of force protection at Abu
~;I .

A, .

m just trying to establish here some

Ghraib.

timelines.

Yes, sir.
You mentioned you were TACON to the

1', .

OOth MP was

OOth.

My operation at Abu Ghraib , yes , sir.

But you were TACON before that to the BOOth.
I,

The operation that I had at Abu Ghraib was TACON to

the bOOth.

Okay, let me back

ques t ion properly.

up.

Maybe I' m not phrasing the

Before Abu Ghraib , before 19 November , were

you TACON to the B OOth MPs?

r"\

The Brigade, at large , sir?
You , right.

PI.

My understanding,

no, sir.

Okay, so there was never any command relationship wi

your Brigade to that of the BOOth MP prior to the 19th of

November.
1\

Sir ,

I would have to go back and look at the FRAGOs.

I underst ood that my forces that were assigned to Abu Ghraib---, to you.

c: .

, no , sir.

You , as the CoTIU11ander of the 205th.

I was never personally under the Baath

M? BrigadE,.
c: .

None of your elements were ever associated prior to

the 19th, 19 November and previous, did you or any elements of

your Brigade, TACON, OPCON, attached, assigned to the BOOth MP

Sa t lcd lon
Those elements that were stationed on Abu Ghraib, and
there were elements of my unit stationed on Abu Ghraib from
approx~mat:ely September on, various elements were TACON to the

8 OOth MPs fo~ purposes of the specific task of force
(i.

Okay, and that included the 519th, the

protection.

165th, all

those fcd ks.
leI.

Yes , Slr , the 165th would have fallen under--- would

have beer the 519th and those soldiers associated , it was a

,.,

myriad of people associated with the

j oint interrogation

and

oebriefinq site.
Okay.

So on the 19th of November, you got a FRAGO

that appo:n ted you Commander of Forward Operating Base Abu

Ghraib.
1-L

Yes , sir.

(i.

Fo~ the purpose of security of detainees , as you

understancl it , for the purpose of base operations.

Fc~ce protection , yes , sir.

Did that include, did you understand under the content
of that FRAGa , that that included conducting improvements to the

auallt y of life

there?

Did you understand that to be anything

else beyond security of detainees and force protection?

Well , I took on that role ,

1-\

sir.

I mean , working with

everybody, we wanted to improve the quality of life as the

Commander of the FOB, although it was not a specified task in
the order.
the 165

I worked with the 32 Oth MP Battalion.

th t c help me with security.

I brought in

And we attempted to lay

dow!! d plan Lhat would increase the quality of life for soldiers

down there in terms of engineering support, and I did that with
the ccgnii:ance of the Ceputy Commanding General, Maj or General

Woj da kows ki .

'"'

c: .

SOSLh?
1\

What about the tactical late, namely Alpha, 1st of the
What was your relationship with them?

Si::, we did

They occupi ed space.
coordi nat _ ng

not have an official command

relationship.

I worked with their Battalion Commander in

the operations that were

ongoing.

I tried to

facilitate their operations, but I did not have a specific

coTflmand relationship with them.

control cd: their
c: .

Battalion Commander.

Your understanding that those units in the FOB , your

perimeter ,
P, .

They remained under the direct

were TACON to

you.

Sir, the 320th MP Battalion was TACON to me.

The

2S1st RAIOC was actually attached to me and there was an order

speclfyinq that on the 11th of

quartermaster unit,

January,

I believe.

I mean, that was never specified in any

order I but they did what we asked them to
c: .

And the

Did Colonel Phillabaum, at any

do.

time, ask you for

clarlficaLion on what his TACON relationship was with you?

slr ,

sir.

PI.

No,

c: .

Did you as sume

,I.

Yes, sir.

c: .

Was there any specific instructions relative to TACON?

PI.

No, sir.

we never discussed that, no,

that he understood what TACON meant?

What did you understand TACON of these elements to you

mean~
1\ .

Sir

the secur~ty of the

base.

essentially

for

, that I would take responsibility

We published a base defense plan that

he would par~icipate with us in developing the mayor s weekly
meetings that he did , developing projects and quality of life
for

en~ancemellts

wo~lj co~

the soldier on the installation, and that they

inue to ,

you know, if I could help him on

something,

tha~ they would do that, that they could come to me and I would

try to help them as best that I could.
So you understood, based on your previous remark , that

he was TACON to you, that includes the security of

detainees.

, Slr.

Less those that are clearly specified as detainee

operations,
Yes

sir.

That was his sole responsibility.

dakowski, sir,

they were

the installation.

So 1----

He was, to include General Woj
for

the warde, of--the prison warden

That included the----

I L included Ganci ,
';d .

Okay.

Vigilant , the hard site----

It remained under their cogni

zance.

They were

responsib~e for reporting through the national detainee
reporti~g system.

They were responsible for providing

They were responsible for transporting
responsible for care and

telp with that,

feeding.

with them on doing that.
suf f icle~~ guards

They were

If they asked me for some

I attempted to help

They were running out of money.

people.

guards.

them, running a contract.

I went to the Carve and worked

They talked to me about not having

to guard the

facility.

I worked a contract

wi~h Eag~e Contracting, sir , but that remained within their

Durvlew.

I just felt I was obligated to help them with that if

J couJd.

So in that regard then , what did you see as the

relations of your interrogating team for the purpose of

collect in J information and intelligence reI at ive to that

of

de~ention operations.
Sir ,

we were a supported unit.

To collect , so you don t see yourself both as a

sJpporLing or a supported unit?

Sir ,
w~s?

you re as king what I thought the relationship

I oelieve that we were , with regard to interrogations,

that ~he interrogators were a supported

unit.

As I stated, when

t~ey brought things to my attention that they needed help with

I attemptE~d

-:0 use my resources and my influence, what little

had with the CJTF staff to help them get what they

needed.

When

they came and said they didn t have sufficient guard forces , one

of the reasons I brought in the 165th was that they manned all

the tower:).

I had some free people and so I was able to work

that with Colonel Walters to come in and pull

security.

when we

were able to free up some LRS teams to help with counter- mortar
and work

and it was just working with Alpha 1st of the

504th.

So we trJ'cod our best to increase the force protection posture of

the insta Llation.

As yeu know,

sir, we were short

personnel,

and it was not a perfect or ideal situation we were working at

the ve~v end, and I passed this on to Colonel Payne and General
Met z , as ~ell, trying to get some so~t of counter-

capabillt l

fire

out there from a force protection standpoint to help

us with t~e mortar problems.

You mentioned that you at least made one attempt with

General l\3.rpinski to recommend

to her that the MPs be rolled up

in YOJr ooeration.

Yes , Slr , just the MPs , cell block One A , and those

MPs t~at. were ,

the de::a~nees.

at that time, providing escort back and forth to

And you didn t want to have anything to do with

(I.

interrogation or any of those detainees that were being
interviewed or interrogated at Ganci or Vigilant?

,lr ,

c: .

sIr.

T cidn

I didn t want to control the guard forces, no,

t think it was-- at Camp Ganci , Slr , of course, most

of the Detainees, all but a few hundred, are not of intelligence

value.

And so , we would have no interest there.

Vigilant ,

At Camp

in retrospect, as you asked that question , sir

never thought of it that way.

helpful tCJ

,I

It probably would have been

do that , but my intention was that those working in

cell block One A and the escorts going back and forth would be
the only ones that---(i .

/-1, .

You wanted to limit it to that

area.

Yes, sir.
And of course, the response from General Karpinski was

basically,

No, because I'

Yes, sir ,
ye:')

m short peopl e, this and that.

and I know that-- yes, sir, basically, "

S Jr.

j\jG Tag uba :

addi tional

Okay, well ,

comment:') that

that campI etes at least the

we have.

(Colonel Pappas was duly warned, and the interview terminated at
17 44

12 f' ebruary

2004.

On 19 Febmary 2004 , a team of officers , directed by Major General Antonio Taguba
conducted the following interview. Major General Taguba was appointed as an
Investigating Officer under the provisions of Army Regulation 15- , by Lieutenant
General David D. McKiernan , Commanding General of the Coalition Forces Land
Component Command (CFLCC), to look into allegations of maltreatment of detainees
detainee escapes and accountability lapses , at Abu Ghraib, also known as the Baghdad
Central Confinement Facility (BCCF). The panel also inquired into training, standards
employment, command policies , and internal policies, concerning the detainees held at
Abu Gharib prison. Finally, the panel looked into the command climate and the
command and supervisory presence
The following persons were present:
MG Antonio M. Taguba
C01 I Ienry B. Nelson
CPT Edward A. Ray,
C01 Thomas M. Pappas,

DCG- CFLCC , Interviewer
, Lackland AFB , TX , Member
CFLCC- SJA , Member
th MI Brigade , Respondent
20S

This is the second interview of COL Pappus on 19 FEB
The interview is summarized as follows:

I believed that I was responsible for the Force Protection of the facility. To include the
detainees , the soldiers , and civilians who stayed and worked at the BCCF. The way that I
interpreted the orders was that it would be a Force Protection mission and not detainee
operations. I assumed that the 320 th Military Police Battalion was responsible for the
hard site facility, and I was free from any responsibility of detainee operations.

LTC Jordan was my deputy for interrogation operations. He was also responsible for the
joint interrogation and retention- debriefing center.

I did request control of Tier 1 a and I b eventually. Tier 1 a was done early on to provide
segregation facilities for interrogation operations , the request for 1 b came after the
capture of Saddam Hussein when we had an increase in our mission to take care of those
detainees captured surrounding HVD- l. When did not make the request through BG
Karpinski we made it through the Iraqi Bureau of Prisons , my DCa did that directly with
thelraqi'
My understanding was that the hard site except for 1 a and I b was under the direction of
the Iraqi Bureau of Prisons; it was not a coalition operation , the 320 th MP' s provided
support of the Iraqi Bureau of Prisons, The prisoners in Blocks 2 thm 4 were not Geneva
Conventions type detainees; they were common Iraqi Criminals. Tier la and Ib was
exclusively under U. S. military control up until sometime in December was used for
interrogations, Tier Ib was a multi- purpose area until the Iraqi Bureau of Prisons gave us
exclusive rights.

,"

I understood that the MP guards that worked Tier 2 thm 4 , and the MP guards that
worked Tier I a and I b were from the same company. I didn t issue a formal request, I
just spoke to BG Karpinski about a MP detachment to focus primarily on Tier la.
1 may have made an incorrect assumption , but I interpreted that the mission was Force

Protection , owning the ground per se , and not the requirement to do detainee operations.
The reason I say this is because I did not have the expertise or the staffto accomplish
such a mission,

T ACON doctrinally means to me limited control over specified units for specified task. I

set the priorities for specified task. With regards to other missions that they may have to
perfoml it is the controlling unit. I came to the conclusion that it was a Force Protection
type mission to make sure we did a better job of protecting the force and protecting the
detainees, I knew that the MP' s were having problems with the outside security of the
facility. I didn t receive any clarifying guidance from the CJTF staff. The MP' s continue
to send reports of detainee counts and prison status and I never entered into that business.
My focus was a new gate security plan , requesting for additional civilian support , and
construction projects under a centralized authority.

I believed the MP' s to be in control of Tier la and Ib,

COL Nelson reads a section of the Camp Vigilant SOP of the 320 th MP Battalion
OCT 03.

dtd 10

It was common knowledge that LTC Jordan had access to Tier 1 a and 1 b of the hard site.
I know that he was working with MP' , the only one MP I know for sure is SGT Joiner.
know that he and CW2 Rivas would work with the MP' s to make sure the conditions
were being set for interrogations.
After the riot had been subsided , it had been 4 or 5 days after I had taken control of the
FOB , and I was unfamiliar with all of the procedures. I had talked to the MP' s about
what had happened and asked MAJ Sheridan to make sure that we sent a good report to
higher about the riot. That evening BG Karpinski called me and said Do you realize
that there has been a shooting on Tier la , I hadn t call that day to inform BG Karpinski
ofthe riot. MAJ Sheridan told me that he reported it higher to his boss , and I left it at
that.

I actually had been informed after the riot, and I told MAJ Sheridan that we needed to
work on that. I had not put in place appropriate command and control measures to make
sure that I was getting simultaneously reporting with those that was going to the MP
Brigade, When BG Karpinski called she asked me did I know what had occurred , J said
no ma am I did not. I went to find out what happened , I got a hold of LTC Jordan and he
explained the situation.

LTC Jordan was on the seene ofthe incident and he did not inform me about what had
happened- He was also involved in searching the cell of the inmate who had the firearm

hidden away, It is not common for vn personnel to be leading a search, It was common
that LTC Jordan would conduct searches without notifying the MP chain of command or
myself. In December and January I worked to have him reassigned to other duties. I was
familiar that a certain number of Iraqi guards had assisted in the detainee obtaining the
firearm. We talked to the Iraqi Bureau of Prisons and the CPA about what or plans were
for questioning the Iraqi guards as they came through.. My understanding was that the
MP' s provided the guard suppOJi and my interrogators work with them in the
interviewing of the Iraqi guards.
LTC Jordan s rating chain went through the C- 2 element , I don t know who rates him , he
is not assigned to my brigade. I assumcd hc was sent down from the C- 2 to fill the
deputy s position , or to assist with operations at Abu Graib, just as LTC Foust is doing
now. J think he was sent to fill the position of the deputy for the JIDC , it' s just that he
worked in a separate chain of supervision than I was and he remained a part of the

operational staff. The duties that I thought he was providing were to basically to be my

assistant and to insure that interrogations were conducted properly. The operations
center , MAJ Price , CPT Wood , and CW2 Rivas would have been under his direct
supervision. CPT Wood was assigned to my brigade , but she was transferred out.
As FOB Commander I did not confront LTC Jordan about the limits of his duties and
responsibilities. LTC Jordan now works for C- 2 on a special project.
After the riot we made a report to higher that explained the circumstances under which
the events happened , 1 sent the report to higher headquarters. I also reported it through
the chain of command. I didn t discuss the duties and responsibilities of LTC Jordan
with BG Fast. J would sayan accurate description of LTC Jordan is a loner who
freelances between MP and MI , and I must admit that 1 failed in not reigning him in.
The only background information on LTC Jordan is what he has told me, He said that he

worked for the transportation security agency. He wore the MI branch insignia when he
was with me. My understanding was that his specialty was a straight tactical intelligence
ifhad any other specialties I am unaware.
Towards the end of December I made my request that he be removed. I came to the
conclusion that there was a little too much freelancing, and I found out from COL Falco
after reviewing the 15- 6 how problematic it was with what happened on the floor that
night. After being walked through the proper procedures with COL Falco , I realized that
thc IRF should have done the search. I should have known better , and I am the one to
blame for that. I did not recommend any actions against LTC Jordan. By the time I went
through the procedures with COL Falco , LTC Jordan was already gone. I didn t report it
to BG Fast , but I should have.
I know of FM 34- 52 Intelligence Interrogation , but I can t give you details of what thc
My unit conducts interrogations and I also have units that are
associated with Intelligence Interrogation.
manual consists of.

MG Taguba reads an excerpt from the JIF (Joint Interrogations and Debriefing Cell),
Chapter g

I was the Commander of the Joint Interrogation and Debriefing Center.
MG Tugaba reads from FM 101- 5 on page F- 2 on TACON.

The only thing I can say is that I did not read that FM prior to the definition I related on
what I understood T ACON to be. When I took on the mission , the way that I understood
it to be was security of detainees relative to Force Protection in the sense of! would take
011 that responsibility as I previously described. I briefed a mission analysis on the
specified and applied task to my Deputy and my S- 3 informally. I did not convey this
mission analysis to my subordinate units.
I was explained that the partition on the bottom floor afTier la was used to block the
vie\v ofIraqi guards coming in and out of the facility. There were 2 ways to get in and
out of Tier 1a and lb. Up until 24 NaY 03 the date of the incident , the backside had
been guarded by the Iraqi prison guards.
On 25 DEC 03 , helicopters flew over the Camps. I had received reports of a possible
uprising in conjunction with the Christmas season, so we used it as a training opportunity
and a demonstration to the guards and detainees that we had the ability to quickly
reinforce if there was an uprising. I believe the 3201h MP Battalion had knowledge of the
demonstration but T did not inform them directly. I should have coordinated that with the
QRF , but ( probably should have. BG Karpinski called me on the incident , and I also
talked to my Battalion Commander , and it never happened again. I believe we did share
the infonnation with the MP' s about the demonstration, I informed all the commanders a
Base Defense Order that covered the Force Protection Posture for the day. I designed in
my mind that it was a demonstration to prevent something from happening, I didn t have
anything in my mind that it would be no more than a demonstration. It should have been
a coordinated exercise.

The MG Taguba briefed COL Pappus , and then dismissed him

SECRET RELEASE USA AND MCFI//Xl
DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
HEADQUARTERS, 205TH MILITARY INTELLIGENCE BRIGADE
& FORWARD OPERATING BASE ABU GHRAIB
ABU GHRAIB, IRAQ
APO AE 09342

AETV-

8 December 2003

MEMORANDUM FOR C3 , CJTF- 7

SCBJECT: Request for Forces (RFF) to Support Forward Operating Base Abu Ghraib
1. (S//REL USA AND MCFI) Situation:
a. (S//REL USA AND MCFI) The security situation at the Baghdad Central
Confinement Facility (BCCF) is precarious and the available forces are inadequate to remedy the
problem. Recent HUMINT reporting indicates pending attacks on the facility in the immediate
future. The detainee population exceeds 5

000 and is increasing daily,

b. (S//REL USA AND MCFI) The 320th Military Police (MP) Battalion requested
release from internal taskings " citing an inability to perform their internment mission due to a
lack of personnel. Most recent numbers provided by the Battalion on 8 December show that the
MPs are using 164 soldiers to man the 230 positions required every 12 hours to execute the
police functions necessary to adequately support this Forward Operating Base (FOB). Not only
does this have significant implications for the security of this facility, but the shortage has caused
the MPs to completely stop providing escort to detainees for interrogations , impacting
significantly on the intelJigence mission at Abu Ghraib as well. Military Intelligence (MI)
soldiers have been performing this mission for two weeks without appropriate police training and
equipment; interrogation operations have slowed as a result. MI soldiers have also been used in
shake down " inspections because the MPs cannot support the totality of the mission on Abu
Ghraib, This situation puts both soldiers and detainees at unnecessary risk.
c. (S//REL USA AND MCFI) On 21- 22 November 2003 , the 20S 1h MI Brigade
conducted an initial analysis of security operations at BCCF focusing on internal security,
external security, detainee security, and force protection. Several areas require immediate
attention to establish an adequate security posture as directed in CJTF FRAGO 1108.

2, (S//REL USA AND MCFI) To mitigate this situation I have implemented the following
immediate actions as a stopgap:
a. (S//REL USA AND MCFI) Directed the 16Sth MI BN (TE) to deploy to the BCCF to
provide command and control of security operations in addition to sustaining ongoing tactical
HUMINT operations.
b. (S//REL USA AND MCFI) Have provided some additional manning of previously
unmanned towers at the cost of our intelligence collection mission.

SECRET RELEASE USA AND MCFI//Xl
E:ndnw'lJ
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SECRET RELEASE USA AND MCFI//Xl
AETV - MI

SUBJECT: Request for Forces (RFF) to Support Forward Operating Base Abu Ghraib
USA AND MCFI) Have augmented the entry control points with 165th
tapped" rotating Long Range Surveillance teams to augment a quick
reaction force focused on the external threat.
c.

(SIIREL

personnel and have " double

3.
(SIIREL
USA AND MCFI). In order to adequately support the FOB , I must have an
additional 163 soldiers to augment Abu Ghraib as follows:

Rec

uest for Forces

Number of
Soldiers

Duty

Tower Guards

Remarks

_Towers
soldiers per tower

Sergeant of the Guard
Cdr of the Relief

Entry Control Point

points
soldiers per point

Local National Escorts

.per_hour shift

Quick Reaction Force
Internal Patrol
Interrogation Escort
Total

163

4. (S//REL MCFI) Justification is provided as follows:
a.
(SIIREL
USA AND MCFI) Tower manning. Currently only.oftheaxterior towers
are manned. Guard shifts are. hours , often times with onl~soldier. This creates gaps in
visual observation greater than 500 meters in several locations. To adequately man the towers.
guards and.support personnel are required

b.
(SIIREL
USA AND MCFI) Quick Reaction Force (QRF): The current QRF is focused on
internal detainee uprising and is inadequate to react to an external attack.
soldiers will provide an adequate capability.

.shifts of.

SECRET RELEASE USA AND MCFI

SECRET
DEPARTMEl'\T OF THE ARMY
JorNT INTERROGATION & DEBRIEFING CENTER
ABU GHURAYB PRISON , IRAQ APO AE 09302
27 JAN 2004

MEMORANDUM FOR RECORD

SUBJECT: CJTF- 7 Interrogation Rules of Engagement
Effective 12 October , 2003 , CJTF- 7 established an Interrogation and Counter- Resistance Policy, All
Personnel who are in contact with detainees must fully understand and comply with this policy at all times.

2, In accordance with the CJTF- 7 policy, the following approaches arc approved for all detainees
regard less of status, The Geneva Conventions are respected in all aspects of interrogations conducted
within the CJTF- 7 AOR.
Direct
Emotional Love/Hate

Futility
Establish Your Identity
Silence

Incentive
Fear Down
We Know All
File & Dossier

Fear up Harsh (Yelling Authorized)
Pride & Ego Up
Repetition
Rapid Fire

3. The following approaches must be approved by the CF , CJTF- 7 prior to employment This is not an allinclusive list for approaches, Any approach not listed
in para 2 may be submitted in writing through the
Interrogation OIC for approval by the CG,

Change of scenery down- full plan with location and security measures
Dietary manipulation- minimum bread and water , monitored by medics
Environmentalmanipulation- e, reducing AC in Summer , lower heat in winter
Sleep adjustment- reverse schedule- allowing detainee to sleep during day and stay up at night
Isolation- for longer than 30 days (within the approved CPA holding facility)
Presence of working dogs-coordinate with mil working dogs , and time limitations

Sleep management- for 72- hour time period maximum; monitored by medics
Sensory deprivation-~for

72- hour time period maximum; monitored by medics

Stress positions-no one position for longer than 45 minutes , within a 4- hour time period.
4. At no time will detainees be

treated inhumanely nor maliciously humiliated. Respect for cultural

boundaries wi II be respected. For example , disrespect for the Koran will not be tolerate , as it is a sacred
item. Women will not be given preferential treatment , however , a US/Coalition Force female (MI , Linguist

or MP) will always be present whenever questioning or dealing with female detainees,
understand these rules to apply to all persons involved in any
interrogation or interview. I am obligated to stop and report any violations to these rules of engagement to

S.

the chain of command, I understand I am still subject to punishment under UCMJ for inappropriate

conduct No unauthorized interrogations will be conducted, The Interrogation NCorC , orc or Ops- O will
approve all interrogations,

6, POC for this memorandum is CW3 David B. Cope orc, DNVT 559- 1768 , or CPT Brent Fitch , 20S th MI
Bde OPS Law at DNVT 559- 1767 , or MAJ Matt Price , Operations OlC , DNVT 559- 1772,

Signature -

Duty Position
Date

SECRET

List of Enclosures to Sworn Statement made by
Thomas M. Pappas, SSN
11 Feb 2004, Victory Base, Iraq 09342
Enclosure 1: FOB Abu Ghraib Overview Briefing
Enclosure 2:

FRAGa 1108 (19 NOV03 DTU) to CJTF- 7 OPORD 03- 036

1923S5CNOV03 (SECRET/REL MCFI)

/Enclosurc 3:

CJTF- 7

Interrogation and Counter resistance policy (SECRETINOFORN)

Enclosure 4: MG Geoffrey Miller , Commander , Joint Task Force - Guantanamo Bay
written report. Assessment ofDoD Counterterrorism Interrogation and Detention
Operations in Iraq (Secret/NOFORN/X I).
Enclosure 5: MG Miller inbrief

Enclosure 6: MG Miller outbrief
Enclosure 7: MG Mi lIer brief to the Secretary of Defense

Enclosures 8: Summary of UCMJ proceedings against the 51 9th MI Battalion soldiers for
dereliction of duty (to be provided)
Enclosure 9: October 2003 International Committee for the Red Cross Report and 800 tll
Military Policy Brigade Response

Enclosure 10: Copy of Interrogation Rules of Engagement (IROE) memorandum
Enclosure 11: JIDC Training Brief for incoming personnel

Enclosure 12: JIDC policy board (six photos)

Enclosures of Interest not mentioned in the Sworn Statement
Enclosure 13: Example ora Sleep management plan provided to MPs in Cells IA and 18
Enclosure 14: Interrogation Plan (Filled in) (SECRET)
Enclosure 15: Request for Forces Material:

Situation Update and Request for Forces Brief to MG Miller , as of 12 Dec 2003
Memorandum for C3, CJTF- 7. SUBJECT: Request For Forces (RFF) to Support
Forward Operating Base Abu Ghraib , dtd 8 December 2003
(SECRET/REL MCFf)

20S

th MI BRIGADE OPORD 03- 12- 02 (FOB Abu Ghraib Base Defense Plan)

AREAS OF FOCUS
INTElliGENCE INTEGRATION
SYNCHRONIZTION & FUSION
ANALYSIS
INTERROGATION
DETENTION OPERATIONS

f;/'tcluu)v

INTERROGA TION/ HUMIT
ASSESSMENT
CJ2
STRATEGY AND TARGETING (2 WEEKS)
FUSION LEVERAGING IT (1 WEEK)
INTERNEE! DETAINEE ACCOUNTABILITY
WEEK)

NEAR TERM FOCUS ON BOUNDING THE
REQ UIREMENT

ANAL YSIS FOCUS
LEVERAGING INTEL COMMUNITY

ASSETS
JIA TF- CT LNO TEAM AS FOCUS

INTEGRATED REPORTING
FOCUSING ON THEATER AND NATIONAL
REQUIREMENTS PRIORITY

AN INTEGRATED TEAM WORKING SMARTER , FASTER
EVERYDAY

~ -. -

INTERROGA TION
ESTABLISH STRATEGIC
INTERROGATION CAPABILITY
INTERROGATION TARGETING
TIGER TEAMS

INTERAGENCY LNOs
REPORTING

TRAIN NEW STRATEGIC TIGER TEAMS
(110CTO3 TIGER TEAM UNIVERSITY)

DETENTION SUPPORTING
INTERROGA TIONS
BUILD INTEGRATED THEATER DETENTION
FACiliTIES (3 OPTIONS)
NOW -

-

-

PRISON REFURBISHMENT
INTERROGATION BOOTHS (2 WEEKS)
60 DAYS - SEA HUTS
SIX MONTHS - TRUE 1&1 FACILITY

MPs ENABLE INCREASED INTElliGENCE
PRODUCTION
CONTROL
FOCUSED SUPPORT
. REFINE/ INSTITUTE DETAINEE INVENTORY

PRECISION

TF IMPLEMENT A STRATEGIC
INTERROGATION TEAM TO FORMULATE
REQUIREMENTS AND FULLY EXPLOIT
DETAINEES
ACCESS STRATEGIC REACH BACK
CAPABILITY FOR INTERROGATION OPS
PROVIDE QUALIFIED DETENTION!
SECURITY PERSONNEL FOR FACILITY

TF DOES COMMAND AND CONTROL
RESULT IN FUll EXPLOITATION

CAPABiliTIES?
SHOULD THEY CAPTURE AND
TURNOVER FOR EXPLOITATION?

RECOMMENDA TIONS
ESTABLISH INITIAL IMPACT AND CONTROL
DEVELOPING
- DEFINITIVE PROCESS TO TARGET ,

PROCESS
AND EXPLOIT All CATAGORIES OF DETAINEE
EPWI CIViliAN CRIMINAll SECURITY
INTERNEES

FUTURE
NEED RAPID MEANS TO PROCESS AND MOVE
DETAINEES TO INTEGRATED DETENTION AND
INTERROGATION FACiliTY

WHO SHOULD BE IN CHARGE?

RECOMMENDA TIONS
(CONT)

INTEGRATED INTERROGATION FACILITY
FOCUSED ON CONTROL AND ISOLATION TO
FACiliTATE THE PRODUCTION OF ACTUAL

INTElliGENCE
BEST WHEN DOD AND OTHER AGENCY
ELEMENTS INTEGRATE AND ARE
CENTRALLY TASKED

LAYING THE FOUNDATION...

RECOMMENDA TIONS
(CONT)
INTEGRATED AND FUSED INTERAGENCY
OPERATIONS - WHO C2'

1. UNDER CJTF- 7 USING CORPS MI BDE FOR C2

2.

AND RESOURCES
INTEGRATED TASK FORCE ALONG THE JTFGTMO LI N E

EXPLOITATION OF ALL HIGH VALUE
DETAINEES...

VI CK FIXE
CAMP CROPPER CHA
ABU GAREB SECURITY
INTERROGATION AUTHORITIES

INTERROGATION , FUSION
AND YN CHR 0 NIZA TI ON
ADOPT ARMY G- , J2X ARCHITECTURE
ADD REPORTS OFFICERS TO C2X TO FULLY
EXPLOIT INTERAGENCY CAPABILITIES
IMPLEMENT FULL DIMENSION INTERROGATION
- CLEARLY DEFINE ARCHITECHTURE
- ISSUE COORDINATING GUIDANCE ON DETAINEE
HANDLING TO MP , MI AND CAPTURING UNIT

. REFINE DETAINEE/ INTERNEE
ACCOU NT ABI LITY
. ESTABLISH A COMMON OPERATIONAL
PICTURE FOR INTERROGATION AND HUMIT OPS

rt (~, u)v

INTERROGA TION, FUSION AND
SYNCHRONIZATION (CONT)
ESTABLISH INTEGRATED THEATER
DETENTION - INTERROGATION

FACiliTIES
CJ2 SHOULD BE FOCAL POINT FOR
ESTABLISHING THEATER
INTERROGATION STRATEGY AND
PRIORITY
ESTABLISH FORUM TO OPERA TIONALIZE
INTERROGATION STRATEGY (TROOPS TO
TASK)

TF -

rA\

IMPLEMENT A STRATEGIC INTERROGATION
TEAM TO FORMULATE REQUIREMENTS AND
FULLY EXPLOIT DETAINEES
ACCESS STRATEGIC REACH BACK CAPABILITY
FOR INTERROGATION OPS
PROVIDE QUALIFIED DETENTION! SECURITY
PERSONNEL FOR FACILITY
DOES CURRENT COMMAND AND CONTROL
RESULT IN FULL EXPLOTATION OF

CAPABiliTIES?

INTERROGA TION
OPERA TIONS
IMPLEMENT FOCUSED EFFORT SUPPORTING
DETAINEE ASSESSMENTS

(l;J

(l;J

(l;J

(l;J

(l;J

- TIGER TEAMS

- INTEGRATE OTHER AGENCY LNO' S FULLY
- ESTABLISH BSCT FOR INTERROGATION
EXPLOITATION
- IMPROVE TARGETING AND INTERROGATION
EXPLOITATION OPERATIONS

TS CLEARANCES FOR ALL STRATEGIC
COLLECTORS (INTERROGATORS AND
ANALYSTS )

INTERROGA TION
0 PERA TI 0 NS
STRATEGIC ANALYSTS AND INTERROGATORS
ATTEND TIGER TEAM UNIVERSITY (USAICS)
BEFORE DEPLOYING TO THEATER?
NEXT CLASS 11 OCT WITH JTF GTMO TEAMS

ANAL YTICAL

OPERA TIONS
ADOPT JDIMS LIKE DETAINEE
COMPUTER TOOLS FOR EXPLOITATION
OF ALL INTERAGENCY DATABASES
PRODUCE INTEGRATED IIRs TO SATISFY
NATIONAL AND THEATER
REQUIREMENTS

DETENTION OPERATIONS
. DETENTION OPERATIONS MUST ENABLE
INTERROGA TION
. INTEGRATE DETENTION AND INTERROGATION
FUNCTIONS TO LEVERAGE DETAINEE
EXPLOITATION
. INSTITUTE THEATER DETAINEE INVENTORY
. TRAIN TO SUSTAIN INTEGRATED CAPABILITY
(MPs, INTERROGATORS , ANALYSTS)

AREAS OF FOCUS D
'tJCJTF- 7, IRAQI SURVEY GROUP, TF-
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ASSESSMENT OF ABiliTY TO EXPLOIT
INTERNEES FOR ACTIONABLE AND
OPERATIONAL INTElliGENCE

. INITIAL

FOCUS AREAS:
~ INTElliGENCE INTEGRATION , SYNCHRONIZATION &
FUSION
INTERROGATION
DETENTION OPERATIONS
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ASSESSMENT TEAM
SYNCHRONIZATION TEAM
MR.
MR. J
MR. GRACIA
LTC BEAVER
CPT HERNANDEZ
MR. THOMAS

DIA

CIA

JITFJATF SOUTH
JTF - GTMO
CITF
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. REFINE PROCESS TO MAXIMIZE INTERNEE
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v"'INTEGRATED STRATEGY AND TARGETING OF HIGH VALUE
INTERNEES - FOCUS ON NATIONAL AND THEATER
REQUIREMENTS
v'" FUSING AND LEVERAGING INTEL DATABASES
v'" NEAR REAL TIME REPORTING

ADDITIONAL ANALYSIS AND INTERROGATION
. DiAl

DEFENSE HUMINT SERVICE

. IRAQI
. J

SURVEY GROUP

ITF -

OGA DETAINEE EXPLOITATION CELL
CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION TASK FORCE

. CIA!
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INTERROGA TION
ESTABLISH STRATEGIC INTERROGATION
CAPABILITY TO RAPIDLY EXPLOIT HIGH
VALUE INTERNEES
~ PRECISE INTERROGATION TARGETING

CLARIFY INTERROGATION BOUNDARIES
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PRISON REFURBISHMENT
INTERROGATION BOOTHS (2 WEEKS)

v'" 60 DAYS - SEA HUT INTERROGATION BOOTHS
v'"

SIX MONTHS

TRUE INTERROGATION AND ISOLATION

FACILITY

. MPs ENABLE INCREASED INTElliGENCE
PRODUCTION
~ CONTROL INTERNEE ENVIRONMENT
~ FOCUSED SUPPORT FOR INTERROGATIONS

ESTABLISHES CONTROL , NO SANCTUARY
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PRODUCING ACTIONABLE .
II INTELLIGENCE
FROM INTERNEES
v"PROCESS IN PLACE TO TARGET
INTERROGATE AND DETAIN SECURITY
INTERNEES (2 WEEKS)
ADEQUATE ANALYTICAL CAPABILITY TO
ACCELERATE REPORTING AND
WEEKS)
EXPLOITATION. (DiAl DHS

2 - 4

INTEGRA TED DOD AND INTERAGENCY

EXPLOITATION EFFORT (CURRENT)

SIGNIFICANT PROGRESS UNDERWAY
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SECRET RELEASE USA AND MCFI//Xl
DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
HEADQUARTERS, 205TH MILITARY INTELLIGENCE BRIGADE
& FORWARD OPERATING BASE ABU GHRAIB
ABU GHRAIB , IRAQ
APO AE 09342

AETV-

8 December 2003

MEMORANDUM FOR C3 , CJTFSUBJECT: Request for Forces (RFF) to Support Forward Operating Base Abu Ghraib

1. (S//REL USA AND MCFI) Situation:
a. (S//REL USA AND MCFI) The security situation at the Baghdad Central
Confinement Facility (BCCF) is precarious and the available forces are inadequate to remedy the
problem. Recent HUMINT reporting indicates pending attacks on the facility in the immediate
future. The detainee population exceeds 5 000 and is increasing daily.

b. (S//REL USA AND MCFI) The 320th Military Police (MP) Battalion requested
release from internal taskings " citing an inability to perfonn their internment mission due to a
lack of personnel. Most recent numbers provided by the Battalion on 8 December show that the
MPs are using 164 soldiers to man the 230 positions required every 12 hours to execute the
police functions necessary to adequately support this Forward Operating Base (FOB). Not only
does this have significant implications for the security of this facility, but the shortage has caused
the MPs to completely stop providing escort to detainees for interrogations , impacting
significantly on the intelligence mission at Abu Ghraib as well. Military Intelligence (MI)
soldiers have been perfonning this mission for two weeks without appropriate police training and
equipment; interrogation operations have slowed as a result. MI soldiers have also been used in
shake down " inspections because the MPs cannot support the totality of the mission on Abu
Ghraib. This situation puts both soldiers and detainees at unnecessary risk.
c. (S//REL USA AND MCFI) On 21- 22 November 2003 , the 20S th MI Brigade
conducted an initial analysis of security operations at BCCF focusing on internal security,
external security, detainee security, and force protection. Several areas require immediate
attention to establish an adequate security posture as directed in CJTF FRAGO 1108.

2. (S//REL USA AND MCFI) To mitigate this situation I have implemented the following
immediate actions as a stopgap:
a. (S//REL USA AND MCFI) Directed the l65th MI BN (TE) to deploy to the BCCF to
provide command and control of security operations in addition to sustaining ongoing tactical
HUMINT operations.

b. (S//REL USA AND MCFI) Have provided some additional manning ofpreviously
unmanned towers at the cost of our intelligence collection mission.
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SUBJECT: Request for Forces (RFF) to Support Forward Operating Base Abu Ghraib
c. (S//REL USA AND MCFI) Have augmented the entry control points with l65th
tapped" rotating Long Range Surveillance teams to augment a quick
reaction force focused on the external threat.

personnel and have " double

3. (S/IREL USA AND MCFI). In order to adequately support the FOB , I must have an
additional 163 soldiers to augment Abu Ghraib as follows:

Rec

uest for Forces

Number of
Soldiers

Duty
Tower Guards

Remarks

"Towers
so diers per tower

Sergeant of the Guard
Cdr of the Relief
Entry Control Point

_points
soldiers per point

Local National Escorts

.per_hour shift

Quick Reaction Force
Internal Patrol
Interrogation Escort
Total

163

4. (S//REL MCFI) Justification is provided as follows:
a. (S//REL USA AND MCFI) Tower manning. Currently only~fthe.exterior towers
are manned. Guard shifts are_hours , often times with onl~soldier. This creates gaps in
visual observation greater than 500 meters in several locations. To adequately man the towers.
guards and8upport personnel are required

b. (S//REL USA AND MCFI) Quick Reaction Force (QRF): The current QRF is focused on
internal detainee uprising and is inadequate to react to an external attack.
soldiers will provide an adequate capability.

"shifts of.
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c. (S//REL USA AND MCFI) Local National (LN) Control: There are hundreds of Iraqi
civilians employed in and around the BCCF. At least 20 soldiers are required to assist with this
daily requirement.

5. (U) POC is the undersigned.

//Original Signedl/
THOMAS M. PAPPAS
Colonel , MI
Commanding

CF:
, CJTF- 7

Cdr , 800th MP Bde
Cdr , 320th MP Bn
Cdr , 165th MI Bn
Cdr , 251st RAOC

CLASSIFIED BY: CDR 205TH MI

DERIVED FROM: Multiple Sources
DECLAS: Xl
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